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			Complete your details below and join 13133 other anglers who simply love finding new places to go fishing.

			
				Save your favourite fisheries and holidays
	Share your saved venues with friends
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		Fishing news and articles

		
		

			

								
				
					Latest venue news, fishing related articles and reviews from the editors desk.
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									Chew Valley pike is new record 


									  A 47lb 5oz pike taken by Chew Valley Lake angler Lloyd Watson on February 13 has been awarded the new record for a British rod caught pike.									
									
										29th Feb 2024 - Peter Cliff									
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									Guide to buying second hand fishing tackle 


									This seasonal cold and wet weather can cause many of us to stay at home rather than go fishing, but the yearning within to do something fishy can often be satisfied by buying more kit.									
									
										9th Jan 2024 - Chris Smith									
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									What happens to fish in severe floods? 


									The recent extreme floods will have led many anglers to wonder what lasting effects such dramatic events have on fish. Fishery Management Consultant Dr Bruno Broughton explains what goes on.									
									
										9th Jan 2024 - Bruno Broughton									
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									Coarse fishing reels explained 


									If you’re new to fishing or just thinking about purchasing a new fishing reel, Chris Smith delves into the detail about his coarse fishing reels and explains the benefits and features of the different types.									
									
										5th Jan 2024 - Chris Smith									
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									Winter Carp Fishing 


									Many anglers pack the carp rods away once the leaves start dropping and the first frosts hit, but by picking the right times and location there’s no reason why you shouldn’t carry on carping through the bleakest months – Rob…									
									
										22nd Dec 2023 - Rob Harris									
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									Dead fish on River Nene 


									In a disconcerting turn of events in Peterborough an estimated 100,000 dead fish are lining the banks of a tributary the River Nene.									
									
										15th Dec 2023 - Steve									
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						Find new places to go fishing in your local area or county by choosing your destination below
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We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies.
Cookie settingsACCEPT


Manage consent
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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